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E: Scientists Quiz
There are two options for this quiz. Give enough clues so that pupils can attempt to
guess who the scientist is. You could also find some pictures on the Internet and
either include the picture with the clue or, for a hard puzzle, use just the picture.

An example of some clues

This Polish woman (along with her husband) discovered radioactivity and also some
new elements (pure chemicals). She was awarded the Nobel prize in 1911. She died
of leukaemia which was caused by all her research into radioactive chemicals.

Answer Marie Curie

This man was born in 1632 and is famous for his great mathematical theories. One
of these theories is very well known and describes gravity. A legend says that he was
sitting under an apple tree in Trinity College, Cambridge when an apple fell on his
head. He had discovered gravity! He is buried in Westminster Abbey.

Answer Sir Isaac Newton

This German scientist has been described as one of the greatest ever scientists. 
His theory of relativity describes how the world exists. He is famous for the formula
E = mc2. He won the Nobel Prize in 1921.

Answer Albert Einstein

This German scientist was born in 1811 and did a lot of research on the coloured
light given off by chemicals when they are burnt. He was interested in the burning
of gas and invented a burner, which we still use in school today.

Answer Robert Wilheim Bunsen

F: Spiral Chemistry
Take a theme and a spiral template. You could use
any chemical theme and make up a selection
of clues. The final letter of each answer is
the first letter of the next answer. As an
additional challenge, mark letters which
when put together in the right order will
make another relevant word.

P U Z Z L E S  A N D  G A M E S

30: Puzzles and Games (contd)
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Sample spiral puzzle

The following clues fit the spiral template. You need to shade the squares indicated
by the bold letters in the list of answers below and insert the clue numbers.

The clues with the * mean words are put in with the last letter first.

The shaded letters make up another word to do with a conduction property.

1 The only liquid metal
2 The colour of Au
3 Only 4 metals dissolve in this
4 Metal named after Dr Rhodes
5 Iron and cobalt can stick to iron because they are ...
6 An orangey coloured metal
7 The symbol for radium
8 A light and strong metal used to make airplanes
9 Metals have a high ...  ... because they have lots of strong bonds to break
10* Metals allow heat to pass or ... through them
11 Tin is used to make a ...
12 Metal used in making 1p and 2p coins
13 A Light metal
14 Goes bright white when heated
15* Metal named after France
16 The symbol for a metal that goes rusty
17 Metals complete a circuit and conduct ...

Answers: mercury, yellow, water, rhodium, magnetic, copper, Ra, aluminium,
melting point, conduct (backwards tcudnoc), can, nickel, lithium, magnesium,
francium (backwards muicnarf), Fe, electricity.

Bold letters from the shaded squares
give the word thermal.

30: Puzzles and Games (contd)
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